Objective: To investigate the relationships between the unique mechanical and structural properties of the superficial zone of articular cartilage on the microscopic scale. Design: Fresh unstained equine metacarpophalangeal cartilage samples were mounted on tensile and compressive loading rigs on the stage of a multiphoton microscope. Sequential image stacks were acquired under incremental loads together with simultaneous measurements of the applied stress and strain. Second harmonic generation was used to visualise the collagen fibre network, while two photon fluorescence was used to visualise elastin fibres and cells. The changes visualised by each modality were tracked between successive loads. Results: The deformation of the cartilage matrix was heterogeneous on the microscopic length scale. This was evident from local strain maps, which showed shearing between different regions of collagen under tensile strain, corrugations in the articular surface at higher tensile strains and a non-uniform distribution of compressive strain in the axial direction. Chondrocytes elongated and rotated under tensile strain and were compressed in the axial direction under compressive load. The magnitude of deformation varied between cells, indicating differences in either load transmission through the matrix or the mechanical properties of individual cells. Under tensile loading the reorganisation of the elastin network differed from a homogeneous elastic response, indicating that it forms a functional structure. Conclusions: This study highlights the complexity of superficial zone mechanics and demonstrates that the response of the collagen matrix, elastin fibres and chondrocytes are all heterogeneous on the microscopic scale.
Introduction
Articular cartilage forms a low friction shock absorbing layer at the ends of bones in synovial joints. It contains few cells and consists mainly of a highly hydrated proteoglycan gel constrained within a network of type II collagen 1 . Cartilage structure changes with depth from the articular surface and is classified into three zones (superficial, transitional and deep) based on the organisation and degree of alignment of the collagen fibres ( Fig. 1) 1,2 .
The superficial zone has several distinct structural features and we are interested in the role these play in its unique mechanical properties. In this zone, the collagen fibres are aligned parallel to the articular surface compared to the perpendicular fibres in the deep zone (Fig. 1) . The proteoglycan content and fixed charge density are lower than in the deep tissue 3, 4 . In addition it contains an extensive network of elastin fibres which are roughly aligned with the collagen fibres in the plane parallel to the surface 5e9 . Their role is completely unexplored and is therefore a target of this investigation. The superficial zone chondrocytes are morphologically different, being disc shaped in the plane parallel to the articular surface unlike the more spherical chondrocytes in the deeper zones. Their pericellular matrix 10 also differs, with both elastin 7 and lipids 11 being present only in the superficial zone pericellular matrix. They also have metabolic differences with a lower rate of proteoglycan and protein synthesis than in the deeper zones 12 and a different metabolic response to tensile loading 13 .
The bulk mechanical properties of this zone of cartilage are reasonably well defined. It has a lower compressive modulus than the deeper tissue 4 resulting in more matrix deformation and larger changes in chondron volume 14 under compressive load. Its high water content 15 and permeability result in interstitial fluid being exuded into the joint cavity under minimal compressive loading 16 which is important to joint tribology 17 . Although tensile loads are not generally considered to be physiological, Neu et al. 18 demonstrated that compressive loading gives rise to tensile forces parallel to the surface in the superficial zone cartilage. Previous tensile testing studies demonstrated that the tensile modulus is largest in the direction parallel to the predominant collagen fibre orientation 19e21
, and the tensile modulus decreases with depth, with the superficial zone being up to 5 times stiffer than the deep zone 20e22 . The tensile properties vary across joints in line with loading patterns in vivo 23 and the tensile modulus decreases with fibrillation, osteoarthritic degeneration 23 and age 24, 25 . Collagen fibres are able to support very high tensile loads and under compressive loading the applied pressure, coupled with osmotic swelling generated by the proteoglycans is arrested by tension in the collagen fibres, preventing lateral overexpansion. Under transient loading conditions the proteoglycans also play a role in determining the rate of redistribution of interstitial fluid 24 .
In this study we combine microscopic observations with mechanical loading to look at the microstructural response of cartilage to both compressive and tensile loads. This was made possible through the use of two multiphoton microscopy techniques; two-photon fluorescence (TPF) and second harmonic generation (SHG). TPF differs from single photon fluorescence as the fluorophores are excited by the simultaneous absorption of 2 infrared photons instead of a single visible photon 26 . In cartilage, endogenous fluorescence provides contrast for the cells and elastin fibres 5, 7 . In SHG 2 infrared photons are simultaneously absorbed and a single visible photon is emitted at exactly half the original wavelength and this only occurs in highly ordered crystalline materials which lack inversion symmetry 27 . In cartilage, SHG reveals the collagen matrix 5, 28, 29 . Like confocal microscopy they allow 3D imaging at submicron resolution. They avoid the need for sectioning, fixing or staining of the sample making them ideal for imaging in mechanical studies as the material properties should remain unaltered 21,30e33 . This work builds upon a previous study using TPF to investigate the response of articular cartilage to tensile load, which revealed unexpected heterogeneity in the microscopic strain fields
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. We first investigate the elastic moduli and Poisson's ratios of the superficial zone under tensile and compressive loads, taking advantage of multiphoton microscopy to measure their micronscale variations in fresh tissue. We then investigate the microstructural bases of these properties, paying particular attention to the behaviour of the elastin fibres and cells. Finally we discuss the effect of early degenerative changes.
Methods

Tissue preparation
Thoracic legs from 16 horses aged 3e14 years were obtained from a local abattoir (Potters, Taunton). Horses older than 14, skeletally immature or lame were excluded from the study. The metacarpophalangeal joints were opened and cartilage plugs were removed from the proximal phalanx within 3 h of euthanasia. ten samples were used for tensile testing and 6 for compressive loading. As cartilage is stiffer when strained parallel to the predominant collagen fibre direction, cartilage strips were taken both parallel and perpendicular to the predominant collagen fibre orientation as defined by split line measurements (see Supplementary information) in order to fully characterise its tensile properties in this plane.
Multiphoton microscopy
SHG and TPF were excited using the 810 nm output of a Ti:Sapphire laser (Mira 900 Coherent) with 100fs pulses and a 76 MHz repetition rate.
For the tensile loading experiments, we imaged with a modified, non-inverted confocal laser scanning microscope (FluoView 300 and BX51 Olympus UK) with a 1NA 60x long working distance dipping lens (LUMPLFLN 60XW Olympus UK). For the compressive loading experiments, we imaged with a modified inverted confocal laser scanning microscope (FluoView 300 and IX71 Olympus UK) with a 1.2NA 60x objective (UPlanSApo Olympus UK).
For both experiments, SHG and TPF were collected simultaneously in the epi-direction. The signal was separated from the laser fundamental by a long pass dichroic filter (670dcxr Chroma technologies) and a colour glass filter (CG-BG-39 CVI laser) and the SHG and TPF were directed onto two separate photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) (R3896 Hamamatsu Japan) by a long pass dichroic filter (Semrock Di02-R405). Additional filters were placed in front of the PMTS (Semrock FF01-405/10 and Semrock FF01-520/70 for SHG and TPF respectively).
To avoid photodamage the average laser power at the sample was maintained below 20 mW.
Mechanical loading
For tensile loading [ Fig. 2(A) ], strains were applied using micrometers accurate to 10 mm (MT1/M Thorlabs) and the corresponding load was measured with a 5N force transducer (model 31 RDP Electronics) connected to a data logger (Picoscope 2015). Cartilage strips (approximately 0.8 Â 0.5 Â 10 mm) were attached between two metal paddles using superglue gel leaving 5 mm of cartilage free for tensile loading. Multiphoton imaging was carried out at a series of strains between 0% and 12%. Tensile strains of up to 7% have been found to be physiological 18 and the higher strains probe the connectivity of the extracellular matrix fibre networks. For compressive loading [ Fig. 2(B) ], a micrometer drove a 15 mm diameter platen against a 12 mm diameter cartilage plug supported on a stainless steel plate containing a 10 mm diameter coverslipcovered window. Between the cartilage and the platen was a 444N compression load cell (model 13 RDP Electronics) connected to a data logger to measure the applied force. Pressures between 0 and 400 kPa falling within the normal physiological range were applied.
During all loading experiments the samples were kept immersed in phosphate buffered saline, pH 7.4. The bath was covered to avoid evaporation and changes in ionic concentration which would change the mechanical properties of cartilage 23 . Images were taken after the sample had equilibrated for 30 min.
Data analysis
Image stacks were taken through the superficial 100 mm of articular cartilage under both compression and tensile load. To act as a fiducial marker, a square was photobleached into the sample at a depth of 20 mm in the plane parallel to the articular surface. As the sample was strained the changes in dimensions of the square were used to calculate local strains and Poisson's ratio (n ¼ ε ⊥/ ε k , with ε k and ε ⊥ being the strains parallel and perpendicular to the applied load respectively) in this plane. Elastin fibres were visible in the TPF images as thin lines of brighter fluorescence and the chondrocytes appeared as darker (<70% average matrix intensity) ellipsoids. Images were analysed using ImageJ 34 . Overlays were used to track the movements of individual cells and elastin fibres between image stacks taken at progressive strains (Fig. 3) . Under mechanical loads cells can be displaced and change shape. Displacement, taken as an indicator of the local strain field, was measured using a cell tracking algorithm we have reported previously 21, 35 . Ellipses were fitted to the cell boundaries in the TPF images in the x y plane; from these changes in aspect ratio and reorientation of the principal axis were measured. Out of plane distortions were found to be minimal.
Results
Continuum mechanics
Tensile modulus and Poisson's ratio Fig. 4 (A) shows representative stress-strain curves for samples strained parallel and perpendicular to the collagen fibre direction.
There is a large variation in the Poisson's ratios for a given strain, which demonstrated heterogeneity in mechanical properties on this scale, however over the range of strains investigated the Poisson's ratio increased with strain [ Fig. 4(B) ]. From the correlation coefficient we were able to reject the Null hypothesis that there was no correlation between tensile strain and Poisson's ratio (P < 0.01). It is also higher in samples strained parallel to the collagen fibres compared to those strained perpendicular; a Student's t test was performed and we rejected the Null hypothesis that there was no difference between the parallel and perpendicular samples (P < 0.05). Poisson's ratios greater than 0.5 for tensile loading indicate water being extruded from the cartilage, with higher Poisson's ratios corresponding to greater water loss.
Compressive modulus and Poisson ratio
The mean unconfined compressive modulus of the most superficial 100 mm as determined from the gradient of the stress/ strain curve in [ Fig. 4(C) ] was a non-linear function of strain, increasing to 150e450 kPa at 35% strain. One sample showed much greater compression at equivalent loads and we suspect that this sample was in an early stage of degeneration. Lateral expansion under compressive load was 1e2% at 38% strain, giving a Poisson's ratio of only 0.04. The accuracy of the strain measurements was insufficient to resolve differences in the strains in the x and y directions. The cells did not show any significant lateral displacement and remained in the same plane as their neighbouring cells, therefore the axial strain could be estimated by tracking the cells zdisplacement. This showed a non-uniform distribution over the superficial 100 mm [ Fig. 4(D) ] with the greatest strain in the most superficial layers although the pattern of variation with depth is somewhat irregular.
Structural responses to tensile and compressive loading
Cellular displacement and local strain distribution Tracking the movement of cells between strained and unstrained samples provides information on the local strain distribution. Our previous study 21 revealed heterogeneity of the tensile strain field on this scale, which, we argued, reflected the leaf-like organisation of the collagen matrix 36 , illustrated in [ Fig. 1(B) ], with adjacent leaves moving relative to each other as the tissue deformed. This behaviour is shown in [Fig. 5(A) and (B) ]. Under compressive loads chondrocyte displacement in the plane parallel to the surface was much smaller, 1e2% at a compressive strain of 38%. Additionally the strain distribution in this plane showed no clearly defined areas of higher or lower strain which could be related to leaves of collagen [ Fig. 5(C) ].
Cell deformation
Under tensile load the chondrocytes re-orientated and deformed in the x-y plane. [ Fig. 6(A) and (B) ] show the response of all the cells (n ¼ 193) in a sample strained perpendicular to the collagen fibres. In the unloaded state the cells long axes were at approximately 25 from the direction of applied strain (mean angle 25.0 ±36.7), but at 12% strain their long axes had rotated closer to the direction of applied strain (mean angle 15.6 ±29) [ Fig. 6(A) ]. At the same time, the aspect ratio of the fitted ellipses increased from 1.3 ± 0.2 to 1.5 ± 0.3 [ Fig. 6(B) ]. Similar patterns of reorientation and deformation were observed in all samples strained both parallel and perpendicular to the collagen fibres however the exact values of the mean angles and aspect ratios were dependent on the original distribution of cell shapes in the region of interest. The response of the cells as a function of depth from the articular surface was also analysed however this showed no reliable pattern of depth dependence.
Under compressive load any reorientation or changes in ellipticity in the x-y plane were too small to be resolved. However, there were large changes in the thickness of cells [ Fig. 6(C) ]. At a load of 145 kPa, which produced an overall strain of 38% the median cellular compressive strain was 46% [ Fig. 6(D) ], although there was considerable variation in the response of individual cells. Assuming 1.5% strain along the other axes (measured from either cell tracking or the bleached square) and that the cells are represented by elliptical cylinders (with an elliptical cross-section in the x-y plane and a cylindrical profile in the z direction) this represented a volume decrease of 44% compared to the total change in volume of the imaged field of 36%.
Elastin fibres
Previous studies revealed long, straight elastin fibres running approximately parallel to the articular surface and the predominant collagen fibre direction in the superficial zone cartilage 5, 7 . In the proximal phalanx cartilage investigated here these fibres appeared to separate into two distinct populations [ Fig. 7(A) ] with a dense population of fibres with a highly parallel alignment at the articular surface (top 2 mm) [ Fig. 7(B) ] and a less dense elastin network with a wider range of fibre angles (although still loosely correlated to the split line direction) in the cartilage beneath [ Fig. 7(C) ]. Because the alignment of the fibres in the z-direction may influence their response to load the range of fibre angles was analysed. As the depth of focus is known, the angle of the elastin fibres with respect to the x-y plane was calculated from their apparent length within this plane. This was 3.2 ±2.4 (n ¼ 350 fibres), and was considered to be too small to affect the analysis presented below.
Response to load
We sought to establish whether the reorientation of the elastin fibres under tensile load followed the changes in the strain field of the surrounding matrix: any disparity would suggest longer-range connectivity (greater than the 250 mm field of view) between fibres or with other matrix components thereby suggesting a mechanical role. Assuming that the surrounding matrix is homogeneous (an assertion that is likely to be overly simplistic) and linearly elastic, that force is continuous across the fibres and there is no slip between fibre and matrix the predicted change in fibre angle is given by the equation:
where Q and Q 0 are the unstrained and strained fibre angles respectively and ε ⊥ and ε k are the tissue strains perpendicular and parallel to the load as calculated from the deformation of the bleached square marker. The difference between the measured and predicted elastin fibre angles for a sample strained incrementally to 8% perpendicular to the predominant collagen orientation is shown in [Fig. 7(D) ]. This shows that many fibre angle changes disagreed with the model to an extent that exceeded the uncertainty in the measurements (±2 calculated from repeated measurements on individual fibres). Elastin fibre tracking was performed on six samples and the percentage of angle changes disagreeing with the model ranged between 25% and 67%. We therefore conclude that the elastin fibres are part of a functional network. Furthermore, our results suggest that the elastin fibres are under strain even in the unloaded state. First, the fibres are likely to have a very low bending modulus but are remarkably straight. Secondly, the behaviour of elastin fibres aligned perpendicular to the direction of applied tensile strain indicated prestress, as in samples with contractions of up to 15e17% in the perpendicular direction the elastin fibres still remained straight, although in some samples showing greater relaxation, the elastin fibres were observed to crimp as illustrated in [ Fig. 7 (E) and (F)]. This suggests that in the intact tissue the elastin fibres are under a strain of at least 15%. Under compressive load no deformation or movement of the elastin fibres was observed, reflecting the fact that the fibres lay in the x-y plane (data not shown).
Surface corrugations
At high tensile strains (!8%) ridges appeared at the articular surface. These were parallel to the direction of applied strain, irrespective of the orientation of the collagen network. However, the ridges were wider and deeper in the samples strained perpendicular to the predominant collagen direction (peak to peak distance 65 ± 20 mm and depth 8±3 mm compared to 17±7 mm and 3.5±2 mm in the parallel samples at 12% strain), as shown in the representative image stacks in Fig. 8 . Similar ridges were observed by Sasazaki et al.
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, and multiphoton microscopy now allows us to visualise the 3D topology at progressive strains and the behaviour of the underlying cells and fibres. In samples strained perpendicular to the elastin/collagen fibre direction the elastin fibres clearly followed the surface topology. The cellular displacements at the articular surface were more complicated, Comparison of measured and predicted changes in elastin fibre angles in a sample taken from 0 to 8%strain (green shaded area shows values which agree with the prediction within the bounds of uncertainty e positive values fibre has aligned more in direction of strain than predicted e negative values fibre has aligned less in direction of strain than predicted). (E and F) TPF images of superficial fibres before (E) and after (F) a large applied strain. In (F) some fibres have crimped in the direction perpendicular to the applied strain e demonstrating the relief of prestress within the sample. 
Early degenerative changes
Although cartilage samples were from horses with no known history of lameness and no lesions visible to the naked eye, in two cases tensile testing and microscopy revealed abnormalities which may represent the earliest stages of osteoarthritic degeneration. In these samples the overall tensile modulus fell within the normal range, but the microscopic strain in the image field was lower than the total strain applied suggesting that regions of higher strain occurred elsewhere. In samples strained perpendicular to the collagen fibre direction splits were observed originating from the articular surface. These first became evident at 6% strain with additional splits becoming evident at larger strains (Fig. 9) and were perpendicular to the applied strain and parallel with the collagen fibre direction. Their depth ranged from 15 to 20 mm for the largest split to about 2 mm for the smallest splits. In these specimens the Poisson's ratio was lower than in regions showing no abnormalities (<0.6), consistent with stress relief associated with split formation. In samples strained parallel to the collagen fibre direction surface splits did not form and the Poisson's ratio was within normal bounds.
Discussion
The superficial zone of articular cartilage has several unique structural features and here we have combined mechanical loading with multiphoton microscopy to investigate the role these play in its mechanical properties.
We began by determining tensile and compressive moduli and Poisson's ratios. At the whole-sample level our data were consistent with previous measurements. However the tensile moduli of 14 MPa parallel and 8 MPa perpendicular was lower than previously reported values for the superficial zone of equine cartilage (43 MPa parallel and 18 MPa perpendicular 21 ). This discrepancy is probably because our cartilage strips were approximately 500 mm thick which is greater than the superficial zone thickness in equine 39 .
On a smaller scale there were substantial heterogeneities in the responses to both tensile and compressive loads, which can be related to variations in tissue structure and composition. Under tensile load the strain distribution was heterogeneous both with depth and within the plane parallel to the articular surface. Tensile forces are largely resisted by the collagen fibres and the heterogeneities supported the suggestion that collagen is arranged in leaflets (as illustrated in Fig. 1(B) ). However, the behaviour may also be dependent on the proteoglycan distribution. The proteoglycan concentration is lower in the superficial zone than in deeper regions and consequently water is lost more easily 16 . The swelling pressure is the major determinant of the response to compressive loads and this is supported by our observation of a vertical gradient in compressive modulus, but no significant lateral variation.
Under both tensile and compressive load there was a wide scatter in the responses of individual cells, raising questions about the validity of assuming that cells within a given zone of articular cartilage experience the same mechanical loading. More detailed studies of the structural and metabolic responses of individual cells are required. Chondrocyte behaviour is known to be dependent on mechanical loading 40 however the exact mechanisms for cell strain sensing are not fully understood. Imaging the deformations of the cells and matrix under loads should be informative especially for assessing the role of organelles such as the primary cilium 41 . The cellular deformations were measured 30 min after loading and most likely represent the equilibrium response. These values will provide a baseline for more physiological dynamic studies as well as being directly relevant to cases of long term bed-rest and immobilised joints. Experiments on isolated chondrocytes have demonstrated their ability to regulate their cytoplasmic volume in response to changes in osmotic environment 42 . Similar measurements in loaded tissue would help establish whether the presence of the extracellular matrix, acting both as a determinant of external osmotic pressure and as a mechanical support, influences the extent and time-course of such processes.
This study focused on the elastin network. We believe we have demonstrated that elastin fibres do not passively follow the deformation of the surrounding matrix and that they are under tension even in the absence of external load. As the elastin fibres lie in the plane parallel to the articular surface they show minimal deformation under compressive loads. Their role is most likely to aid the recovery of cartilage after shear and tensile loading. Shear and tensile forces are highest close to the articular surface where the density of elastin fibres is greatest and where rehydrationforces generated by the proteoglycans are at a minimum.
Corrugations at the surface were observed under high tensile strains and although it is not possible to establish whether these could occur in vivo it is a further demonstration of the complexity of surface micromechanics and the presence of pre-stress in the intact tissue. Though the combination of mechanical forces required to produce corrugations is unclear, we have demonstrated they generate irregular strain fields within the most superficial 0e30 mm and have a striking effect on the morphology of individual cells which might have profound metabolic consequences, perhaps in the initiation of degenerative processes.
This study revealed microscopic lesions in some samples which appeared macroscopically normal. These lesions opened up under tensile load and their behaviour appears to fit closely with one of the earliest degenerative changes associated with OA, "cartilage softening". This occurs prior to extensive fibrillation of the articular surface and corresponds to a decrease in connectivity of the collagen network as illustrated in [ Fig. 8(H) and I] , 43e45 . We speculate that the splits opening up parallel to the collagen fibre direction are due to this early loss of connectivity.
Multiphoton microscopy provides detailed data, which can be readily segmented to form inputs for mechanical models 46 . When this is combined with mechanical testing as shown here it provides a valuable resource for theoretical cartilage micromechanics studies, allowing iterative comparisons of experimental mechanical tests within cartilage with biologically informed finite element models.
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